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ABSTRACT
In India, so many cases are found unable to go regularly school or college due to engagement in different type of activities to earn money as they are poor. With the help of evening education facility they have opportunity of continuing education. They get ability to make their career with the fulfillment of financial needs of family. Present study is focused on finding of advantages of evening education.

INTRODUCTION
Life is unpredictable and sometimes presents detours. Some students started studies but unable to finish for whatever reason, evening classes give the opportunity to meet family requirements and obtain education. Many people who hold an undergraduate degree work in their desired career field and obtain their graduate degree at evening. In most cases, these evening classes are held once or twice a week, which allows learning with the job.

Evening classes are an excellent way to continue education with work. Life gets busy, and if someone is trying to balance a hectic schedule, these classes can be very beneficial. In an increasingly competitive job market, the more education a person has the better. Evening classes allow carrying on daytime routine while furthering educational pursuits. Aside from the convenience, taking evening classes offers a number of other benefits. Working while going to day time class can offset the cost of courses and teach critical time-management skills while learn to balance schooling and your career. An evening class can increase happiness and confidence and knowledge. Flexible schedules make opportunities for students and they can work and study at the same time. Some students find more productive and time efficient to study in the evening because it is more quiet and without distractions.

A common misconception is that evening classes are easier than more traditional daytime classes. In reality, top-tier colleges and universities in developed countries offer evening classes taught with
same level of instruction in the evening as in day time. These institutes offer courses at both the school and college levels, and evening class students are held to the same standards as their daytime counterparts when it comes to completing coursework and earning grades.

**OBJECTIVE OF STUDY**

- Finding of advantages of evening education for male job holders
- Finding of advantages of evening education for female job holders

**HYPOTHESIS**

1. There is no significant advantages of evening education for male job holders
2. There is no significant advantages of evening education for female job holders

**METHODOLOGY**

Descriptive survey method was adopted for present study. 200 male and 200 female students getting evening education were selected as sample. They were interviewed for finding of impact of evening education using a self-prepared questionnaire. Collected data was tabulated and analyzed using mean, standard deviation and t value as statistical tools.

**FINDING AND ANALYSIS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table: Status of Impact of Evening Education Facility on Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Study shows among rural male students mean value of impact is 33 with standard deviation 0.78 while for urban male is 37 with standard deviation 1.06. Calculated t value is 0.82 which is significant at 0.05 levels. Hence hypothesis 1, there is no significant advantages of evening education for male job holders are rejected.

Impact mean value is observed for rural females 38 with standard deviation 1.01 and for urban female 41 with standard deviation 0.93. t value is calculated as 0.86 which is significant at 0.05 level. Thus hypothesis 2, there is no significant advantages of evening education for female job holders are rejected.

CONCLUSION

India is a poor country, its social structure inspire their children to contribute financial support to family. That’s why students during their child hood divert towards work to earn money rather than study to develop them. Govt. and dignitaries of society are responsible to help them to continue study. Evening class is best option for such children. Evening classes are more suitable for working adults who need to study for higher education in order to get promotion or even find better job. Govt. has established adult and continuation education center to help such students. Open School Boards and Distance education centers are opened to guide and teach them.

There are so many students getting advantage of evening education. It should be more facilitated and extended to educate more and more persons. Our country has objective to educate every one. Educated country will be economically powerful, socially civilized, developed and peaceful. We will be free from poverty and backwardness.
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